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NEW BEGINNINGS 

Welcome to STRIDES, the official newsletter of Esol Education. If you look closely, 
you will see that this issue is special, and not least because of the fresh new 
magazine-style format. Apart from showcasing all that has been going on in our 
schools, STRIDES will also serve to introduce our innovative, new branding, which 
includes a new name, a contemporary new logo and a vibrant color palette. 
 
Over the coming months, our students, parents and teachers will see more of our 
new brand identity, which has been created to unify our vision across all our schools. 
Almost 12 months in the making, the design reflects our underlying passion for 
education, and dedication to lifelong learning. Join us in charting this exciting 
journey, from extensive staff and management surveys to the actual design of the 
logo.

The past few months have also seen exhilarating achievements by our students 
and some fantastic innovations by our 
teachers in both academic and extracurricular 
spheres. Community service features high 
on the list with local and international efforts 
by students of all ages. Our cover story 
showcases the unique Mosaic Bench Project 
by the Universal American School’s Fine Arts 
Booster Club, which has woven together the 
school community through its unique arts 
initiatives. The remarkable One Family Fun Day by AIS4Egypt also brought together 
underprivileged children for a day of fun at the American International School in 
Egypt – Main Campus. We also hear more from the American International School 
in Cyprus, which is leading the way with inquiry-based learning through its research 
program that starts as early as elementary school and builds through to the 
International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IBDP) years. 
 
News from Esol Education brings with it new appointments at organizational and 
school levels, as we bid adieu to Mr. Norm Dean, our long-standing Chief Educational 
Consultant, and a much-loved figure across our schools. We also reveal details 
about the recent MOU signed with American University of Beirut, which will bring 
over 180 years of shared experience and expertise to international K-12 education 
in the region. 
 
We hope you enjoy reading this issue, and wish you all a happy and restful summer 
ahead!
 
Sincerely,
The Esol Education Team

STRIDES
The official newsletter of Esol Education – ISSUE 1 | Summer 2014

STRIDES is published twice a year by Esol Education for a wide internal and external 
readership, including our students, parents and teachers. This publication covers 
news and developments across the organization and its schools in the Middle 
East and Mediterranean. Since 1976, Esol Education has specialized in providing 
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Esol Education has entered into a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) with the American University of Beirut 
(AUB) for future collaboration on projects in K-12 education. 
Dr. Hassan Diab, Vice President - Regional External Programs, 
AUB and Mr. Walid Abushakra, Chairman, Esol Education 
executed the MOU in November 2013 on behalf of their 
respective organizations. 

Founded in 1866, AUB is widely recognized as the finest 
institution of higher learning in the Middle East region. 
Through its Office of Regional External Programs, the 
university has provided educational management and consulting services to over 100 institutions of higher 
learning in more than 20 countries. Through their new partnership, AUB and Esol are now poised to work 
together at the K-12 level, pursuing opportunities to establish new high quality international schools and to 
provide management or consulting services to other K-12 institutions. 

AUB and Esol are already in discussion with potential partners for new projects in the Middle East region. 
Given the glowing reputation and depth of expertise and experience enjoyed by both organizations, their new 
relationship is sure to be productive and beneficial.  

ESOL EDUCATION ESTABLISHES TIES WITH AUB

Esol Education signs MOU with American University of Beirut for future collaboration on regional K-12 
education projects

Through their new partnership, 
AUB and Esol Education are 

now poised to work together...
to establish new high quality 
international schools...and 
to provide management or 

consulting services to other 
K-12 institutions

BEHIND THE BRAND

A behind the scenes look into the meticulous rebranding efforts for Esol Education

Which computer do you use? What car do you drive? Where do you like to shop? What is your favorite coffee 
house? Which bank safeguards your money? If you think about the products and services you use every day, 
you’ll realize that there are some companies you trust implicitly. Wherever you see their logo and name, you feel 
like you’re in good hands and expect a high level of service.  These hallmarks of trust and distinction comprise a 
“brand”: an indicator of security, reliability and exceptional standards of quality wherever you are in the world. So 
what does it take to actually create a brand? 

This was the starting point for the leadership team at Esol Education, which saw that the company’s progressive 
vision and mission needed to be distilled into a clearly defined visual identity. Bringing on board international 
branding experts, the brief to the agency was simple. As a steadily growing company with a heritage of nearly 
40 years, and a strong track record in international K-12 education, it is now time for Esol to leap ahead with a 

recognizable brand that brings together our community of schools, unifies our family of parents, teachers and students, and provides a platform for focused 
and consistent communications.

The comprehensive process began with in-depth interviews conducted across 
all levels of Esol, including leadership teams, consultants, school directors, 
parents and students. The team also reviewed strategic documents, teacher 
and staff surveys, parent satisfaction surveys, and conducted independent desk 
research. The key insights that emerged demonstrated that Esol has: a strong 
heritage and a passion for education; an organically shared value system across 
the organization; an ability to make a positive impact on the community around 
us; the agility and flexibility to evolve continuously; a willingness to leverage new 
technologies and innovations; and that we are already serving our schools and 
students with superlative support services and shared best practices.

“We were already doing what most new brands are only just conceptualizing,” said Mr. Tammam Abushakra, Advisor to Chairman, who is spearheading the entire 
effort, “our challenge was that as educators, we had never focused on communications, which, in today’s increasingly globalized world, is becoming crucially 
important.”  

The creative agency then came back with several options for possible names and positioning statements, which sparked a lively discussion among the steering 
committee, and was probably the most discussed and debated component of the process: what shall we call ourselves? In the end, and the team decided on 
“Esol Education”, with “Esol” being indelibly associated with our schools and standards of education. The winning visual concept was an interpretation of our 
school communities coming together, with intersecting circles representing the integral core of the organization: our students and our schools.

Exciting times are ahead as the rebranding efforts slowly come online, through a new-look website, refreshed brochures and communication materials, as well 
as endorsements at school levels on stationery and other selected branding material. Keep up with us on our journey, and take a sneak peek at our new address 
on the web: www.esoleducation.com.

It is now time for Esol to leap 
ahead with a recognizable 

brand that brings together our 
community of schools, unifies 
our family of parents, teachers 

and students, and provides 
a platform for focused and 

consistent communications
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With the reassignment or departure of some key personnel over the past year, Esol Education has faced the 
challenge of filling some critical positions. After spending countless hours reviewing applications, interviewing 
candidates, and checking references, we have appointed some highly qualified and capable individuals who will 
help the organization continue to build on its growth and 
progress.   

Chief Education Consultant Peter Daly will join Esol Education 
in August 2014, replacing Mr. Norm Dean who has held the 

position for the past 8 years. Peter has spent the past three years as Founding Principal of the Jeju, Korea 
campus of North London Collegiate School (NLCS), one of the most highly regarded schools in the UK. His 
relocation to Dubai will be a homecoming of sorts, as he had lived here from 2005 until 2011, when he was 
the Founding Head Teacher of Dubai English Speaking College. Prior to that, he had spent his first 20 years in 
education in the UK and had served as secondary principal of St. Christopher’s School in Bahrain. 

Director Andrew Torris will head UAS as of August 2014, 
when Dr. Daryle Russell completes his year as the school’s 
Interim Director. Andy will be relocating to Dubai from 
China, where he is finishing his seven-year tenure as 
Deputy Superintendent of the Shanghai American School 
(SAS). He had previously headed the Yanbu International 
School in Saudi Arabia and had served as a School Principal 
in his home state of Oregon. Andy’s appointment came 
as the result of an extensive yearlong search.  

Mr. Bill Delbrugge, who is now completing his fourth year as Director of the American International School in 
Egypt – Main Campus (AISE-Main), will take on the role of Senior Education Officer with Esol starting with the 
2014-2015 academic year. Bill will divide his time between Cairo and Dubai, continuing to work closely with 
both AISE campuses and taking on some additional responsibilities with the organization. Prior to joining 
us, Bill had enjoyed a highly successful career in educational leadership in the US, culminating in the role of 
Superintendent of Flagler County Schools in Florida.   

AISE-Main did not have to look far for Bill’s successor, with the school’s current High School Principal, 
Mr. Mark Lentz, stepping into the Director position in 2014-2015. Mark is now in his fourth year with the 
school and has thrived in the role of High School Principal. His previous school leadership experience included 

tenures as an Assistant Principal at Squaw Valley Academy in California and the Leysin American School in Switzerland.

Finally, Ms. Jaya Java joined Esol Education in January 2014 as its new Communications Manager. Jaya is a graduate of Rutgers University and has worked in 
communications and marketing since 1995, when the industry was in its infancy in Dubai. With over 12 years of experience in marketing, events, and project 

management, Jaya has handled every aspect of communication and brand implementation across 360-degree platforms, including advertising, event 
sponsorship, public relations, and designing experiential environments for tradeshows and events.

A WARM WELCOME

Esol Education and its schools welcome new leaders

We have appointed some highly 
qualified and capable individuals 

who will help the organization 
continue to build on

 its growth and progress
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accepted into top universities around the world. This is, truly, a reflection of 
quality leadership and teaching within our schools. 

What goals would you like to see Esol Education accomplish in the future?
I would like to see Esol Education further enhance its reputation by 
“pushing the envelope” and becoming an institution known for research 
and innovation, in management, teaching and learning and leadership 
development. We have enormous talent and expertise within, and 
connected to the organization which gives us the potential to influence 
beyond our current spheres of operation. 

I would like to see planned growth within, and beyond the region, consistent 
with our mission. Esol also has the potential for enhanced corporate social 
responsibility investments, financially and through intellectual capital. I would 
love to see us reaching out more to others in ways that make a profound 
difference to the less fortunate.

We often say that those of us who have lived and worked in the Middle East 
have a very different view of the region than those who know it only through 
the media. What will be your most lasting impressions of the region from the 
time you have spent in it? 
An evolving insight for me over the past years has been the realization that 
there are, culturally, multiple ways of interpreting the world around us, not 
right or wrong, not better or worse, but different. Working with colleagues 
and students from many ethnicities has taught me to be more reflective and 
open to ideas, which may initially conflict with my own paradigm. International 
schools do not operate in a void, and accordingly, we are constantly being 
influenced and challenged by things that are different, and this is surely the 
essence of our purpose.     

During my time in Dubai I have witnessed frenetic growth, the financial 
crisis, and the renewed resurgence of the city. Beyond the glitz and glamour, 
however, there lies a heart and soul, should we seek to find it. I have come to 
love the place for all it offers to those with dreams and aspirations. In my early 
years with Esol, I spent much time in Cairo and a little bit of Egypt will always 
be in my heart for I love the generosity and warmth of the people, and the 
extraordinarily rich history of the country. I have traveled to many countries 
in the region for one reason or another in the past eight years and discovered 
that, as humans, we all share similar aspirations, and when we peel back the 
layers there is more to unite than divide us. I have been intrigued by the 
complex politics of the Middle East, not always understanding, but acutely 
aware, of the profound and dynamic impact this region has on world affairs.  

I have learned so much that is impossible to condense into mere sentences 
or paragraphs. A few key themes, however, might provide some indication 
of the new knowledge and understanding I take away with me. I learned 
that stereotypes are dangerous and an anathema to the aspirations of true 
“international-mindedness,” and that history and culture are never one-
dimensional. I have learned of the sheer joy and richness that comes from 
working and living with people whose life experiences are different from 
mine. I have learned the true meaning of empathy and gained a deeper 
understanding of what sacrifice means. I have learned that “international” 
schools have a significant and enduring role to play in the lives of not only 
the children they serve, but equally, the communities and nations of which 
they are a part. 

IN CONVERSATION WITH 
NORM DEAN

Since August 2006, Chief Education Consultant, Norm Dean has been a 
vital part of Esol Education. In his eight years with the organization, Norm 
has taken on a broad range of essential responsibilities. To name but a few, 
he has been the main architect of the Esol Strategic Plan and reporting and 
appraisal system, and the chief organizer and master of ceremonies of the 
first, organization-wide, Esol Professional Development Conference (PDC). 
He also served admirably as Interim Director of the Deira International 
School for a full year when the need arose. After a long and highly productive 
tenure, the time has come for Norm to move on to a new role and a new 
challenge. As we bid him farewell, we engaged him in a brief conversation to 
reflect on his experience.

Before joining Esol Education you had spent many years as a head of school 
and as a superintendent in the Australian public school system. How would 
you compare working with a private international group of schools to working 
in the Australian system?

The first big change for 
me was being back in 
a school environment 
where I interacted daily 
with students, teachers, 
and administrators, 
which enabled me to 
observe the impact of 
my own work, and more 
importantly, the work of 
teachers. My learning 
curve was immense as I 

sought to learn all I could about my new environment, both personally and 
professionally. Our students represent a huge array of cultural backgrounds 
and our faculty represents many countries, systems, and experiences. 
Having a ‘foot in the door’ of schools that are using different methodologies 
and structures to support teaching and learning was a great source of 
learning for me personally. 
Esol’s decision-making processes were new to me, but I quickly came 
to appreciate the speed with which decisions could be made and 
communicated, enabling prompt responses to emerging school and 
community needs. 

My background in national schools was not the handicap I imagined it might 
have been for, ultimately, good practice is all around us. The magic is in 
capturing the essence and contextualizing the principles and practices in 
ways that make sense locally. I knew, however, that I had a lot to learn and I’m 
very thankful for those who tutored me in those early days!

Esol Education has grown and evolved considerably since you joined in 2006. 
From your perspective, what have been the most noteworthy developments 
and achievements for the organization over the past eight years? 
We have grown significantly in student numbers and faculty, but the most 
significant changes have to do with our people. Coming through the global 
financial crisis relatively unscathed was an amazing feat, reflecting an 
excellent management, and a commitment to not compromise on quality 
during this challenging time. Support for faculty at the height of the Egyptian 
revolution was extraordinary, as was the demonstrated dedication and care 
for our people, whatever the cost. 

Since my arrival, we have appointed key personnel in technology, finance, 
communications, and strategic development. These individuals have made 
significant contributions to the overall effectiveness of our support to 
schools. The development of the Esol Strategic Plan with accompanying 
policies, reporting systems, and structured feedback mechanisms have 
enhanced our capacity to respond to school needs and plan long term. I 
think we have greatly matured and evolved into a more dynamic organization 
during this period. Clearly the Esol PDC was a major achievement, which 
amply demonstrated the talents and commitment of the people within the 
organization. 

It would be remiss of me not to mention students. Our students have 
excelled in so many different fields of endeavor and our graduates have been 

A well-loved figure around our schools, Esol 
Education bids a fond farewell to Norm Dean

Our students have excelled in so 
many different fields of endeavor 

and our graduates have been 
accepted into top universities 
around the world. This is truly 

a reflection of the quality 
leadership and 

teaching within our schools
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A rich array of multi-disciplinary activities gives 
AISC’s elementary students a glimpse into the 
wider world around

By: Dr. Sarah Washburne, High School History Teacher and  
        Communications Officer

LIFELONG LEARNING 
STARTS EARLY

Building on the layered approach from the IBDP, 
AISC’s middle school students take charge of 
their learning

By: Dr. Sarah Washburne, High School History Teacher and   
        Communications Officer

USING THE LAYERED 
CURRICULUM

The layered curriculum is a type of differentiated instruction that is student-centered. It comprises a three-
layered model of assessment that encourages students to work through Bloom’s Taxonomy of learning 
objectives. Teachers design a number of assignments and assessments, keeping in mind varied learning styles, 
allowing an opportunity for self-made choices in the learning and evaluation process. Each student must 
complete a certain number of activities in each layer before they can move on to the next one, accumulating 
points as they move from Layers A to C, 
keeping track of their points, deciding when 
to finish each activity, and rounding off with 
a self-reflection.

AISC’s Middle School English Teacher, Ms. Jasna Finley, has been implementing the approach 
in Grades 6, 7 and 8. In a recent unit: “Conflict and Heroes”, students read “Holes” by Louis 
Sachar, “The Lottery” by Shirley Jackson, as well as several poems. For Layer A, they completed 
assignments aimed at remembering and understanding basic facts, skills and vocabulary. 
Activities included journal prompts or drawing illustrations. Once completed, the students 
moved on to Layer B, where their assignments involved applying and analyzing, and ranges 
from writing a sketch to conducting a survey or independent research on an issue found in one 
of the novels. Finally, the students chose one large activity to meet the requirements of Layer 
C, focused on evaluating and creating. 

So, why is this approach beneficial? It provides meaningful learning experiences for students 
and ensures that they are assessed using all levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy. Further, it helps 
students become familiar with the ideas of choice and accountability, which is especially 
relevant to those moving on to the IBDP in high school. The IBDP offers students a variety of choices and flexibility, and demands a certain amount of independent 
work from the student, that challenges their own decision-making and time management processes. The layered curriculum approach, prepares students for 
this manner of decision-making, allowing for a smooth transition to the IBDP.

[The layered curriculum] 
provides meaningful learning 

experiences for students 
and ensures that they are 

assessed using all levels of 
Bloom’s Taxonomy

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL IN CYPRUS (AISC)

AISC’s elementary students are some of the busiest at the school! They are constantly involved in a variety of interdisciplinary, after-school and service learning 
activities throughout the year, which encourage lifelong learning through diverse cultural experiences and community service. 
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Starting as early as K-4, AISC takes a novel approach to Research Writing.  From a young age, AISC students 
have the unique opportunity to refine a set of skills that are normally taught as an aside in other classes. In the 
later grades, this approach enlivens the drier side of research – citations, adhering to professional academic 
guidelines like MLA or APA, and allows students to better understand the IBDP criteria for writing an Extended 
Essay.  

When younger students work on “mini-
research” questions, they consider non-
fiction texts, and research, report and 
present information to their classmates. 

This introduces them to early forms of research terminology and methodologies that they build 
on every year until they graduate.  In Grade 6, the topics of academic honesty and plagiarism 
are formally introduced, along with the building blocks of creating citations using research 
style guides such as the Modern Language Association (MLA) or American Psychological 
Association (APA). In Grades 7 and 8, students explore a wider variety of subjects, with peer 
review sessions, and new methods of data collection, such as surveys and experiments. They 
also apply all of their research skills to a culminating semester project. In Grades 9 and 10, 
students work on short-term writing projects which help them hone and review their research 
skills through: formal topic proposal; meeting with content advisors; and peer review sessions.  
Here, they follow a track similar to the IBDP Extended Essay or Senior Writing Project in Grades 
11 and 12. 
 
In all grades, using the Library Media Center as a starting point, and utilizing the various levels 
of information found in “Teacher Librarian,” an online independent library journal, students learn crucial research methodology and formal research writing skills. 
The IBDP encourages inquiry-driven learning and employing a stance of inquiry for the purposes of teaching research within the School Library Media Center 
setting seems to be a perfect fit. 

With research and report writing now an integral part of the curriculum, AISC students are on the right path to improve their skills in an inquiry-driven, judgment-
free environment.  For many of them, it’s their favorite class! 

From elementary school to senior levels, AISC’s 
integrated research writing program is setting a solid 
foundation for inquiry-driven learning

By: Corinna Mansfield, School Library Media Specialist and IBDP         
         Extended Essay Coordinator

AISC’s RESEARCH WRITING 
PROGRAM

The IBDP encourages 
inquiry-driven learning and 

employing a stance of inquiry for 
the purposes of teaching research 

within the School Library 
Media Center setting 

seems to be a perfect fit

This year’s in-school events included 
Cyprus’s largest Halloween party, Spirit 
Week and Carnival. Students eagerly look 
forward to the annual Halloween party, 
organized by the Parents, Students and 
Teachers Network (PASNET). AISC’s new 
Cultural Studies program, led by Dr. Rachel 

Iannacone, took the entire elementary school to the ‘Birds of Cyprus’ exhibition at the Leventis 
Museum in Old Town Nicosia. K4s and K5s also visited an elderly people’s care center as part 
of their service project task, which was a great way for them to become familiar with caring for 
others in need. 

All in all, AISC’s elementary students are encouraged to expand their education throughout all 
facets of their lives, with teachers and support staff eagerly finding ways to integrate learning 
into students’ activities beyond the classroom. Through these activities, students engage 
with the community around, which instills a sense of curiosity and learning that will last them 
throughout their lives.

Teachers [are] eagerly finding 
ways to integrate learning 

into students’ activities 
beyond the classroom

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL IN CYPRUS (AISC)
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Experiential technology provides AISE students 
with immersive learning experiences

By: Khaled Dinnawi, Teacher, Social Studies and MUN Director

AUGMENTED REALITY

Embodying the spirit of the IBDP CAS program, 
AIS4Egypt hosts successful One Family Day

By: Malak Sekaly, Student, Grade 11

ONE SCHOOL, 
ONE FAMILY

AISE is proud to have held its annual One Family Day again, hosted every year by AIS4Egypt, one of our longest 
standing and most successful student extracurricular activities. AIS4Egypt embodies the spirit of the Community 
Action and Service (CAS) component of the IBDP, widening this opportunity to all our students.

“To be doing good deeds is man’s most glorious 
task,” said Sophocles. On 18 January 2014, 
AIS4Egypt organized a student run event for 
local orphans from all across Cairo. It was a 
hugely successful and highly eventful occasion. 

Hard work and dedication was put into this event for the sole purpose of providing the 
participating orphanages with a fun-filled and memorable day. 

The event was set into motion at 9 a.m., when the first few organizations started arriving. 
The orphans were organized into groups of 10 to 15 participants and paired with AIS4Egypt 
members who acted as team leaders. Once the children were acquainted with their volunteer 
student team leaders, they were taken all over the school’s field, which offered a wide variety 
of activities. Face painting, dodge ball, basketball and soccer are only a fraction of what was 
offered. 

Team leaders were actively interacting with the kids, forging a sense of friendship and trust with 
their respective teams. The activities continued until midday, when the children were provided with lunches courtesy of the food and beverage team. Even as the 
day neared its end, the activities were still in full swing and heavily occupied by all attendees. At 3 p.m., goodbyes were said, and the children left with colorfully 
painted faces and exuberant smiles. 

Events such as this are so memorable and satisfying, not just for the children, but for everyone involved. Multiple volunteers said that when they first signed up 
for the event, they had no idea they could have such an impact on the lives of others.

Hard work and dedication 
was put into this event for the 
sole purpose of providing the 
participating orphanages with 

a fun-filled and 
memorable day

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL IN EGYPT - MAIN CAMPUS (AISE-MAIN)

Karma points her tablet at a picture of the Dinka tribe posted on the wall. Suddenly, the picture comes to life with the tribe dancing and singing to their traditional 
music. A fellow student appears on her screen explaining the history of the tribe. The presentation is filled pictures, videos, music and facts about the Dinka 
people. No, this is not a scene out of Harry Potter. It is a project created by AISE students taking the Global Perspectives class, in which they mapped out 
different endangered cultures from around the world. Using a program called Aurasma, students created augmented reality presentations and posted them on 
a large world map that they painted on the wall, creating a virtual tour for everyone to experience. 
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Augmented reality is a technology that allows for a digitally enhanced view of the real world by using the 
camera and sensors in a smartphone or tablet. It adds layers of digital information, such as videos, photos, 
and sounds, directly on top of static items or pictures in the world around us. Simply pointing a smartphone or 
tablet at the item or picture activates this digital information for the viewer.  

This technology allows students to experience learning in many different ways.  For those students who do not 
learn best by reading or listening to class lectures, augmented reality is the key to engaging them, as it takes 
something in the static world and brings it to life! It allows students to use their creative talents and provides 
the perfect platform for interactive learning. It also allows their presentations to always be available at any time 
for others to experience.  

The Global Perspective students enjoyed using Aurasma so much that they used it again in the Urbanization unit. This time students visited different 
neighborhoods around Cairo to examine the effects of urbanization firsthand. Incorporating several Aurasma videos on their posters, students presented the 
history, special landmarks and effects of urbanization in these areas using pictures, videos and interviews with the local inhabitants they met with. It is now 
possible for any student to take a virtual tour though these different neighborhoods of Cairo without ever leaving the classroom!

It is well documented that, when students manipulate information and use it in some way, retention shoots up and learning occurs at a much deeper level. 
Augmented reality and programs such as Aurasma provide students with just such an immersive experience. The students are much more engaged in class, pay 
more attention, and learn a great deal more.

This year the high school at AISE was proud to launch its first annual Week Without Walls (WWOW) program. 
Over the past several years AISE has sponsored an increasing number of trips and the program grew out of 
our middle school, which has a solid history of successful educational, grade-level academic trips. Each year 
students came to the high school asking “what is our class trip this year?”, and in response to the overwhelming 
interest from students over the past few years, the high school, too, has developed and implemented several 
historical and cultural journeys for them. 

Many schools around the globe offer 
an annual WWOW experience for the 

their students and this year AISE has started a pilot program, which we hope will grow into a 
permanent high school-wide event. WWOW programs are designed to create an experiential 
learning opportunity for students, which have widely documented benefits in education. 
These programs endeavor to give students a chance to apply classroom knowledge in real 
world situations, while interacting with other cultures and experiences. As Confucius once 
said, “I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I understand.”

This year AISE offered a chance for over a third of its students to travel locally and abroad to 
apply their classroom knowledge and experience new cultures and activities. Our trips went 
to London for a literary Shakespearean experience; to Switzerland to experience a variety of 
local culture and mountain activities, including learning to ski; to southern Spain to study the 
culture and history of the Umayyad Islamic empire; to Vienna, Austria, to experience its history, 
culture and museums; and to Hurghada in Egypt, where each student became a certified diver 
on a dive experience.  

The students had some truly wonderful new experiences. Suzanna Hanafy, Grade 10 student, commented, “We departed Whitby in the county of Nottingham 
and travelled by bus to Stratford-upon-Avon. In the afternoon, we saw a play named ‘War Horse’ and it was absolutely fantastic (I even cried during the play!)” 
Malak Sekaly, from Grade 11, added, “Spending 45 minutes swimming with dolphins was an experience like no other! Thankfully, the group of students passed all 
of their exams and by the 27th of February we were recognized as open water scuba divers! We can’t wait for the next scuba diving trip!”

This year was a great success and we hope to launch a full scale WWOW program next year where each and every student will participate in some form of local 
or global service learning, academic, cultural or athletic experience. 

AISE students go global with the launch of the 
school’s first annual Week Without Walls program

By: Mark Lentz, High School Principal

WWOW! AISE TRAVELS 
THE WORLD

WWOW programs are designed 
to create an experiential 
learning opportunity for 

students, which have 
widely-documented 
benefits in education

It is well documented that, 
when students manipulate 

information and use it in some 
way, retention shoots up and 

learning occurs at a 
much deeper level

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL IN EGYPT - MAIN CAMPUS (AISE-MAIN)
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New technology initiative engages and excites 
students at AISE - West

By: Stephanie Clark, Technology Integrationist

MOOTIVATION

Serenaded by the beauty of Arabic poetry, 
students at AISE – West develop a new 
appreciation for language and expression

By: Students of Arabic ‘A’ Language and Literature, a class by          
        Marwa Elgezery

POETIC EXPRESSION

At AIS West, this has been the first year that the school has offered an Arabic ‘A’ class and as students, we 
are really delighted to have this opportunity. Along with our teacher, Marwa Elgezery, we enjoy different 
experiences every day, such as the recent visit by Ahmed Ammar, Professor of Literature at the University of 
Cairo. 

Professor Ammar delighted us with a discussion on the topic of poetry, and what constitutes it. 
Often, we mistake some songs to be poetry, while they only have one characteristic of poetry, 
which is the rhyme at the end of the lines. The classroom interacted enthusiastically, as we 
discussed various types of poetry, like that which consists of columnar verses. 

It was fascinating to discover the professor was a poet, too and we happened to have a couple 
of poetry books written by him in our classroom. To make understanding easier for us, the 
professor read us some of his own poetry in Egyptian Arabic. The soothing sound comforted 
our ears as we carefully listened to what he was saying. 

During the session, we were surprised when our School Director, Dr. Walther Hetzer, entered 
the classroom. He seemed to be very pleased with what he was hearing even though he 
probably did not understand the language. It was a great experience for the Arabic students. 
We enriched our knowledge and were able to understand our culture in a more profound way. 
This class allowed us to think differently. It is said that the more languages a person speaks, 
the more ways he can think, as each language is based on culture, and this Arabic A class has 
allowed us to extend our knowledge of our own Arabic culture.  For the first time, poetry is now 
more meaningful to us than ever, bringing it ever closer to our hearts.

Poetry is now more 
meaningful to us than ever

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL IN EGYPT - WEST CAMPUS (AISE-WEST)

There is something new “mooooving” around the hallways of AISE West.  The C.O.W., or Computers On Wheels, is a cart of 25 MacBook Pros providing the 
students at AIS West the chance to have the world of information at their fingertips.  This is the first of many new innovative implementations happening within 
the school. Along with the C.O.W., we have Wi-Fi throughout the campus, and iPad’s in some of our elementary classrooms. 
 
As technology integrationist, I provide the teachers and students with various opportunities in the classroom.  Planning and discussions take place before 
the lesson in one-on-one meetings, or group grade-level meetings. The C.O.W. has been in a variety of classrooms from elementary to high school. It 
provides research opportunities, and is utilized for our MAP testing.  The teachers use the C.O.W. for interactive lessons, research, and educational games 
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In early March, music teacher, Michael Lizotte, and his Grade 6 students were examining the “Happy” 
phenomenon occurring around the world. The release of Pharrell Williams’ song, “Happy”, accompanied by 
the world’s first-ever 24-hour music video was creating a viral buzz in every city in every country. The students 
turned to Lizotte and simply said, “Why don’t we make a ‘Happy’ video here?” In that one moment, Lizotte and 
the students knew they were onto something.

Students Noor Deraz, Maryam Abdulhamid 
and Taya El Sewedy quickly set to the task 

of presenting a proposal to Director Walther Hetzer. The students explained they wanted 
the filming to happen within the following week, in time to celebrate the UN’s International 
Day of Happiness, to show the world that good things are happening in Egypt during these 
tumultuous times. Dr. Hetzer immediately saw the potential of the students’ vision, and even 
agreed to their odd request for a bus to be driven onto the campus for the teachers to dance 
on. 

With less than a week to prepare, the students had very little time to organize the many things 
needed for an all-day filming project. Schedules were made, and locations scouted throughout 
the campus for filming. However, one thing was bothering the students and Lizotte the week 
before filming. A simple question asked by Dr. Hetzer: “How will we link our “Happy” project 
to helping those in our local community?” Just a few short days before the filming, they hit 
upon a solution and organized an out-of-uniform day to raise funds for a local orphanage, Ana 
El Masry. The students took this opportunity to educate the school and parents about the 
organization’s crucial work for rehabilitating street children. The children, along with the PTO, 
have already raised over 7,000 Egyptian pounds for this charity.
 
Students, staff and teachers arrived to the school Wednesday, March 19th hearing the sounds of Williams’ song Happy blasting throughout the campus, and it 
immediately put a smile on everyone’s face. There was something very different about the campus that day: a special energy seemed to flow through the air, 
from heart to heart. It was a magical moment for the entire school…it was “Happy Day.” Dr. Hetzer walked up to the film crew later that day, and thanked them 
with his own beaming smile, saying he had never seen so many smiling faces in one day before

We are the American International School in Egypt. We are from Egypt, India, Saudi Arabia, Finland, Japan, America, Somalia, Syria, Italy, Jordan, Canada, Lebanon, 
Kuwait, Great Britain, Djibouti, Bahrain, the Netherlands, Tunisia, Libya. We are from Africa, we are one family, we are happy! 

Small ideas can make big differences, as proven by 
AISE-West’s celebrations of International Happy Day

By: Michael Lizotte, Secondary Music Teacher

WE ARE HAPPY!

There was something very 
different about the campus 

that day: a special energy 
seemed to flow through

 the air, from heart to heart

to present content in new ways for further 
understanding.  

 
Some of the lessons the C.O.W has been 
integrated in are the art, music, high school 
research, and in elementary for literacy 
stations, which were a big success, with 
students utilizing websites and programs 
that match the standards and “I can” 
statement components of the weekly 

lesson. Other lessons have included researching artists and finding inspiring motifs for artwork 
and making a “Wordle” in music class.   The research models of the Super 3 in elementary and 
Big 6 in high school are the methods being utilized in various classes.  With all the interactive 
lessons and technology tools accessible, the students are very “moootivated” to learn.

The teachers use the C.O.W. 
for interactive lessons, 

research, and educational 
games to present content in 

new ways for 
further understanding

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL IN EGYPT - WEST CAMPUS (AISE-WEST)
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Under the shadow of Mount Everest, CES 
students embark on a lifelong journey towards 
becoming active, informed and responsible global 
citizens 

By: Tamara Brunskill and Chris Kalff, CAS Coordinators

DANYABAT NEPAL

Our furry friends teach young students the value 
of kindness and service

By: Valerie Awad, Head of Early Years

ANIMALS, ANIMALS, 
EVERYWHERE!

In what has now become an annual tradition, on Tuesday 18 February, the Foundation Stage (FS) students 
at CES held the FS Sponsored Animal Walk! A fun, educational event with a fantastic “Week Without Walls 
(WWOW)” feature, the walk highlighted the animal topic covered by all the FS classes. 

Constantly striving to link the children’s 
developing knowledge and understanding 
to their local environment, the FS teachers 
invited the Egyptian Society of Animal 
Friends (ESAF) to the school. ESAF brought 
in some small, friendly pets to meet the 

children, focusing on kindness and consideration to all animals, whether in the home or on the 
street.
 
A local charity set up by lawyer Dr. Ahmed Shebiny and other like-minded individuals, ESAF 
supports and educates people about caring for their animals, and also provides temporary 
shelter for abandoned or sick pets. Recent events in Egypt have seen ESAF’s workload increase 
drastically, especially in the feeding and medical care of equines, as incomes decrease along 
with the drop in tourism. The free food and medical care offered by ESAF and some other small 
charities are often the only help local people can get to keep their animals alive through this 
difficult period.

The children were very excited about the visit and that their fun walk would raise much needed money for the charity. They had enthusiastically collected 
sponsors among family and friends to donate money for each lap they completed, with all proceeds going to help ESAF. The children were encouraged to wear 
animal costumes or masks to complete their fun walk. It was a wonderful event with lots of parent support. Later in the week, several children from FS1 and FS2 
presented Dr. Shebiny with a cheque for EGP 4,330. Well done, FS!

Constantly striving to link 
the children’s developing 

knowledge and understanding 
to their local environment, 
the FS teachers invited the 
Egyptian Society of Animal 

Friends (ESAF) to the school

CAIRO ENGLISH SCHOOL (CES) 

A group of Year 11 students participated in a World Challenge trip to Nepal this year, linked to the IBDP’s “Creativity Action Service” (CAS) programme, and the 
International Award, which is an exciting self-development programme available to all young people worldwide. 

On the one hand, CAS lies at the heart of the IBDP, and is designed to provide students with the chance to develop a balanced, healthy and ethical lifestyle and 
to reflect upon those values. One of its core requirements is the CAS project, which all students need to participate in as a team, with the targeted learning 
outcome being engagement with issues of global importance. On the other hand, the International Award is designed to provide a balanced programme of 
personal development, comprising four sections: service, skills, physical recreation and adventurous journey. The last section aims to provide participants with a 
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At CES, we deliver the English and Welsh Curriculum using the International Primary Curriculum (IPC). For 
some teachers, using the IPC is a giant leap of faith in letting go. Guiding, rather than teaching, encouraging, 
rather than demanding: letting go and allowing students to discover for themselves involves trust and a 
different approach to teaching and learning. It helps children develop the necessary skills they will need 
throughout their school years, especially when presented with coursework for the IGCSE and IBDP levels. 
While learning the facts certainly has its place, learning through “doing” is so important: the child will learn 
much, much more if they are encouraged 
to research for themselves.

The results shone through clearly at the recent Year 4 project exhibition, which was a 
culmination of the application of these principles. Based on people who have made a difference 
to the world, the exhibits ranged from Albert Einstein and Muhammad Ali to Hillary Clinton and 
Oprah Winfrey. It was a wonderful display. The confidence and great authority with which the 
children spoke about their findings and research was truly impressive. Not only that, but they 
could also answer quite tricky questions about their chosen subject! Visitors to the school 
were also impressed to see the wonderful artwork on display from Year 5. With such lovely 
use of colours and textures, these pieces of art could grace the walls of any art showroom 
throughout the world. 

Independent learning and critical thinking will set these children up for life. Well done to all of 
them and congratulations to the teachers who “let go” to guide them through the process.

Independent learning as encouraged by the IPC 
produces amazing results

By: Nigel Kynaston, Head of Primary 

LETTING GO

Letting go and allowing 
students to discover for 

themselves involves trust and 
a different approach

 to teaching and learning

unique, challenging and memorable experience by undertaking a journey, with an agreed purpose, as part of a small team in an unfamiliar environment. It aims to 
challenge students so that they show determination, physical effort, perseverance and cooperation to successfully complete it. Our trekking adventure in Nepal 

with the World Challenge organization definitely allowed us to succeed in achieving all of this! 

The International Award students completed their “adventurous journey” requirements during the trekking 
phase, which took place in the Helambu 
region, close to Kathmandu. Off the beaten 
path, treks in this region are challenging due 
to the hilly terrain and the large distances 
between campsites, with the weather 
adding to the adventure with torrential rain, 
hail and snow! 

The CAS students were able to complete their CAS Project requirements during the project 
phase, which focused on the UN Millennium Development Goals. The World Challenge helped 
us to find a sustainable project that allowed us to address two key issues: achieving universal 
primary education, and a global partnership for development. We collaborated with the 
Mother and Children Art Foundation (MCAF), through which we helped a remote state school 
in a village called Naglebhare. Children attending the school all came from local, impoverished 
families – many of whom worked on the surrounding farmland. Due to the school’s remote 
location, it has very limited resources and, thus, it was very grateful to receive our support. 
Prior to our departure, we organized several fundraising events to help raise enough funds 
to purchase supplies for our project, and during our four days there, students organized and 
managed a number of much-needed improvements to the school.

Both groups completed both phases together and to have done so in a country as beautiful and breathtaking as Nepal was simply a bonus! 

Off the beaten path, treks in 
[Helambu] are challenging 
due to the hilly terrain and 

the large distances between 
campsites, with the weather 
adding to the adventure with 
torrential rain, hail and snow

CAIRO ENGLISH SCHOOL (CES) 
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UCA students honored at 
Model United Nations Congress

By: Walter Day, Director

A MODEL WORLD

UCA students shine at 
science fairs in 2014

By: Walter Day, Director

A SCIENTIFIC AF-FAIR

Each year for the past 12 years, the UCA Science and Mathematics Fair has grown as remarkably as the school 
has grown.  The 2014 fair was no exception with every student from Grades 1 through 12 participating.

Students developed projects in Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Robotics, Environmental Studies and 
Mathematics.  Of course, doing the research and developing the project and display are important, but the 
dimension that is special every year is 
the “presentation day,” when students 
present their projects to their peers 
and parents.

Projects ranged from first-time efforts to very sophisticated Math and Science models.  
Parents were invited to the fair at scheduled intervals to browse through the project 
displays and hear individual students make their presentations.  Of special note were 
the Grade 1 students who each made presentations to large numbers of parents with 
amazing results.  Building confidence and competence in UCA students is at the center 
of this event.

Following the UCA fair, projects were selected to participate in the American University of 
Beirut Science and Math Fair, where each participating school submits six projects. UCA 
students annually take home honors and awards, and this tradition was upheld in 2014, 
with four out of our six projects taking home awards.

Of special note were the 
Grade 1 students who each 

made presentations to large 
numbers of parents with 

amazing results

UNIVERSAL COLLEGE IN ALEY (UCA)

Students from high schools throughout Lebanon, including UCA, participate in the Model United Nations program hosted annually at the Lebanese American 
University (LAU).  It is organized through university personnel and students with advanced standing as facilitators, who help attendees build skills in negotiations, 
speech and diplomacy. Over 1,000 students participated this year in this important initiative. UCA representation has grown from four members in 2006 to 16 
in the 2014 delegation, which was expanded to include a Middle School Delegation.

Each school is limited in the number of delegates they can send, based on the size of the school. Bassam Akl, Social Studies Coordinator, provided faculty 
leadership for the MUN program at UCA.  During each of the past MUN events, UCA students have won significant awards and 2014 continued that tradition. 
Three UCA high school students received recognition during the 2014 congress. Maya Ballout was honored for her “position paper,” Taymaa Abou Hassan 
was recognized in the area of “diplomacy” and Jad Malaeb was selected as the Secretary General. This was the second time in four years that a UCA student 
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The UCA Health Club has been very 
active this year in providing service 
to the Aley community.  Their service 
excursions have taken them to nursing 
homes, the MUBS University Community 
Health Day and to a Syrian refugee facility 
to celebrate Children’s Day.

The community service component within the UCA activities program is very strong.  
Students really enjoy such outings as they can see the appreciation on the faces of those 
whom they visit.

A new community service program that has  been initiated is a school-based Rotary 
Interact Club that focuses on leadership, service and fellowship for high school students. 
To that end, several students attended the Rotary Youth Leadership Awards (RYLA) 
orientation seminar.  Participating students were excited about the prospect of starting a 
UCA chapter in the coming school year.

A strong focus on community service initiates 
a new club at UCA

By: Walter Day, Director

GIVING BACK

Students really enjoy 
[community service] 

outings as they can see the 
appreciation on the faces of 

those whom they visit

UNIVERSAL COLLEGE IN ALEY (UCA)

was so honored. Middle school students 
represented France and also performed 
well in their congress, with one student, 
Joanna El-Fakih, recognized for her 
“position paper.” UCA represented India at 
the conference and at the Global Village 
event, which is the fun day for students to 
demonstrate the cultures of the country 
they represented.  UCA’s initiative, “How 
Spicy Can We Get,” was very popular, 
with many students participating in the 
contest.

Students participate in several seminars and activities throughout the school year to learn 
the skills required for active and successful participation in the final congress activity.  It is 
quite a site to see so many students from so many schools in Lebanon come together on common ground from different backgrounds to explore how to make 
the world a better place in which to live.  It is an exciting and hopeful opportunity for UCA students and the youth of Lebanon.

It is quite a sight to see so 
many students come together 

on common ground from 
different backgrounds to 

explore how to make the world 
a better place in which to live
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The elementary school comes together to 
celebrate the many languages of AISA

By: Mariana Hernandez, Head Of English Language Learners,  
        Elementary School

A CELEBRATION OF 
LANGUAGE

Students travel to St. Petersburg for Model United 
Nations Congress

By: Maya Yang, Student, Grade 11

DELVING INTO 
DIPLOMACY

Found in the largest nation in the world; a city bustling with 4.88 million people; home to historical relics that 
boldly tell stories dating back from the infancy of a small town to the emperors who ruled over it –those who 
governed with a gentle caress, and those who ruled it mercilessly. A melting pot of cultures as continents 
merged and birthed a city, once known as Petrograd, known today as St. Petersburg.

From the early mornings of March 
22 to the late nights of the March 
29, three fresh-faced students and 
two chaperones experienced a 
diplomatic adventure, where a vibrant 

international community was created, at the St. Petersburg Model United Nations 
(SPIMUN) in Russia.

The Model United Nations club of AISA was given a special opportunity to participate 
in this year’s St. Petersburg Model United Nations conference, along with twenty other 
international schools. As delegates of the Republic of Rwanda in some of the elite 
committees of the United Nations, including the Security Council, the students dealt 
with pressing world issues ranging from the Crimean situation to the treatment of the 
elderly. Opposition in committees rose as the delegates obstinately held onto their 
nation’s views, all while trying to achieve a unanimous solution to the matters at hand. 
Cohesive efforts were carried through, and resolutions were ultimately vetoed and 
passed within the chambers.

This AISA MUN trip was a golden opportunity for delegates to showcase their oration skills and abilities in order to convince committees that peace and 
collaboration are possible. It was also an educational historical step into the past. On the days when suits and lanyards were not needed, the five participants 
from AISA got lost in the city’s wonders, from small engravings to towering churches. 

As the club continues to grow at AISA, international travel will remain a cornerstone of AISA’s MUN mission: the chance to debate, explore, and engage on an 
international stage.

Opposition in committees 
rose as the delegates 

obstinately held onto their 
nation’s views, all while trying 

to achieve a unanimous 
solution to the

 matters at hand

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL IN ABU DHABI (AISA) 

Pensé que la mejor manera de iniciar este artículo sería así, en mi idioma…I thought the best way to begin this article would be in my language, but since not 
many people would have been able to fully understand if I wrote the article in Spanish, and you would have stopped reading by now, I decided it was a better idea 
to write this in English. 
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If you are reading this, I can guarantee that you are privileged. Having an education that makes you literate, as 
well as the resources that allow you access to different reading materials, are still considered a privilege since, 
unfortunately, not everyone has the opportunity or the means, even in the twenty first century. This entails a 
huge social responsibility. At times, valuing what we have, leaving our comfort zone, and lending a hand is a 
must if we want to make a meaningful contribution in our global society.

This year, AISA decided to combine 
community service and a great adventure, 

by traveling to Kenya during the first week of Spring Break. Thirty-four students and four 
teachers left the warm cocoon of our lives in UAE and went back to basics, embarking on a 
long journey from the Middle East to beautiful Kenya.

As soon as we set foot outside the airport, we were exposed to a level of poverty that was 
shocking for most. For eight days, we worked with Camps International, helping a community 
in the region of Tsavo. We learned how to make paper with elephant feces, worked with the 
women’s community, digging trenches to stop water from ruining their crops, and helped build 
a classroom and student desks at a local school. For some, it was their first time carrying out 
such intense physical tasks and there was a quick realization of how challenging and tiring it 
can be when people live with the bare minimum and lack the most basic goods. And yet, we 
met a community of knowledgeable, caring people who knew how to help each other, and 
displayed a mind-blowing joy for life, as well as extreme gratitude for what they had, despite 
their scarce resources. The whole experience made students value team effort and hard work, 
acknowledge the different realities of human beings, but also, it made us all repeat day after 
day: “They look so happy”. Apart from experiencing a reality so different from ours, we came to the realization that, just as money can’t buy happiness, the lack of 
economic wealth does not automatically mean misery. Material things can break, finish or disappear, but not the resiliency of human spirit.

A community service trip to Kenya reveals that 
happiness is a choice, no matter how trying the 
circumstances

By: Omar Ugalde, Assistant Principal, Secondary School

BACK TO BASICS

At times, valuing what we 
have, leaving our comfort 

zone, and lending a hand is 
a must if we want to make a 

meaningful contribution in our 
global society

21 February is International Mother Language Day, a day that highlights the importance of language as a powerful tool to preserve and promote our cultural 
heritage. Celebrating multiculturalism, multilingualism and diversity brings us a step closer to living in a more tolerant world, where our similarities are greater 
than our differences, and dialogue leads to mutual understanding, opening new pathways to global communication. And with over 70 nationalities, AISA is the 
perfect place to make it happen!

Led by the ELL team, Ms. Hayes, Ms. Soha 
and Ms. Mariana, with the support of the 
classroom teachers, and a lively group 
of enthusiastic parents, the elementary 
school started their celebration early in 
the morning with a heartfelt assembly. 
The audience learned about this special 
occasion and sang a song about the 
way people greet each other in different 

languages. To this day, you can still hear children in the hallway singing the hello song, which 
just puts a spring in your step and leaves you humming the catchy tune all day. The little ones 
in Pre-K and KG also received visitors who shared their mother languages in their classrooms.

After the assembly, came the highlight of the day: the International Mother Language Fair. 
Organized by the Parent Association, students in Grades 1 - 5 had the opportunity to learn 
about different languages through fun, creative and engaging activities. Parents put their best foot forward and this became a memorable event. So much that 
even before the last table at the gym was cleared, they had already started talking about a bigger and better event for next year. These are our parents, always 
committed and willing to bring together this multicultural, multilingual family called AISA. Our appreciation goes out to them, as well as to students and teachers 
who sang, played and smiled, in more than 15 languages.

Celebrating multiculturalism, 
multilingualism and diversity 

brings us a step closer to 
living in a more tolerant world, 

where our similarities are 
greater than our differences

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL IN ABU DHABI (AISA) 
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 From the Musandam peninsula to Austria, an 
action-packed year for DIS students takes them 
on exciting adventures

By: Haydon Kerr, DIS Outdoor Education Coordinator

THE GREAT OUTDOORS

DIS students win the Rube Goldberg Machine 
competition in Dubai

By: Anthony Robinson, Science Teacher, Secondary School

A WINNING INVENTION

Our IBDP students, Shamim Khedri and Alexandria Jerome, won the 2014 Rube Goldberg Machine Contest 
(RGMC) held by the American University of Dubai’s School of Engineering. The RGMC is an annual worldwide 
competition that challenges teams of students to compete in building the most elaborate and hilarious Rube 
Goldberg Machine, 

A madcap visionary, Goldberg was an 
American engineer, author, inventor and 
a Pulitzer prize-winning cartoonist, best 
known for comic gadgets. Involving a set of 

arms, wheels, gears, handles, cups and rods, put in motion by balls, canary cages, pails, boots, 
bathtubs, paddles and even live animals, his sketched “machines” provided hilarious solutions 
for everyday “problems,” such as the “Self-Operating Napkin,” or “How to Wash a Dog Without 
Getting Yourself Wet.” Apart from his widely-acclaimed cartoon series, Rube Goldberg-esque 
machines have featured in popular culture with appearances on “Wallace and Grommit” and 
“Tom & Jerry”

This year’s theme at AUD’s Engineering Fair was “Turn on a Light Bulb”, bringing together 
students from all over the UAE. The winning machine would be the one that had the highest 
number of steps squared per second taken to complete the task. While the competition was 
certainly tough, the DIS team impressed with their originality and ingenuity, including a series of 
zany steps in their invention. First, a latch hinged down to knock over a set of dominoes, which, 
in turn, nudged a block of wood that slid down a 45-degree incline. There was a nail attached to the block, which pierced a balloon placed at the bottom of the 
ramp, which, then, allowed the golf ball inside it to drop down a funnel, activating a trapdoor and releasing an iron nail. A magnet below quickly pulled down the nail 
with a force, which made an attached string activate the remote control of a RC-car. The car drove away, pulling on a string, which, in turn, pulled a scissors. The 
scissors cut a support to release a small rubber mallet, which finally fell on the switch to turn on the light bulb!

With a total of 12 steps and a lightning-quick completion time of only 2.8 seconds, the DIS team easily sailed to the finish. According to Khedri and Jerome: “We 
clearly remember the moment that we walked into the competition hall. As soon as we got in there and faced other groups who had made huge and complex 
machines, the thoughts of winning the competition were wiped. The actual winning part for us was when the engineering professor at the university said that 
our machine was the most interesting and creative. We felt very gratified and proud of what we had accomplished. This wouldn’t have been possible without the 
guidance and mentorship of our science teacher, Mr. Robinson.”

The actual winning part for 
us was when the engineering 

professor at the university 
said that our machine 

was the most interesting 
and creative

DEIRA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL (DIS)

The DIS Outdoor Education programme provides unique opportunities for students and teachers to experience a variety of curriculum-related charitable 
environmental outdoor education, extending learning outside the classroom. This year continued the tradition of an exhilarating array of activities for all grades.
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We held an overnight camp for all Year 4 students on the school grounds to get the students (and parents) used to being apart for the night and having a great 
time with their friends. This was an exciting opportunity for students to experience a night away from home within the safety of the school. Year 5 students 
attended an adventure camp in Dibba-Al-Fujairah with activities such as rock wall climbing, abseiling, team building, a guided night walk, obstacle courses, blind 
trails, kayaking and a whole lot of FUN! Year 6 and 7 students attended a desert-based camp in Musandam, Oman, with the final night spent on a traditional dhow. 
Survival-themed activities saw students cooking meals, building shelters, camping in tents and competing in small groups, apart from a host of other exciting 
activities. Leading up to the Duke of Edinburgh Awards, Year 9 students’ upcoming camping 
trip will allow them to practice essential skills including agricultural activities, fishing, kayaking, 

navigation and rocky shore studies with 
swimming and snorkelling!

Year 8 and Year 9 students were also able 
to participate in the very popular annual 
school ski and snowboard trip in Kitzbühel, 
Austria, an extensive ski area offering runs 
for all levels of skiers and ideal for students 
of all skill levels. The CAS charity and cultural 
adventure trip saw 36 students from Year 
10 and IB1 involved in a range of charitable 
activities that included visits to schools 
in Kathmandu, Nepal orphanages and 

community project work. On this trip, there were many amazing opportunities to log numerous 
hours towards both CAS and the Duke of Edinburgh Awards programmes. Well before the trip departed, students brought the DIS community together to raise 
approximately 500kg of donated goods for orphanages and community centres, while additional raised funds enabled our group to purchase more than 1200kg 
of rice, cooking oil, learning materials, sporting equipment and other provisions in Kathmandu. 

The end of exams and assessments in Term 3 will provide students a fantastic opportunity to experience Turkey with a historical and cultural tour, linking back to 
subject material across many curricula. The tour includes battlefields from recent and ancient history that are covered in class, as well as many sites of cultural, 
religious and political importance.

The new multi-purpose hall stage at DIS looks spectacular and now accommodates all our drama and 
music performances throughout the year. Beginning life on the cafeteria stage in 2010 with a production of 
‘Wonka’, the DIS Drama Club now includes more than 100 talented students who participate in a range of 
acting, singing and dancing activities. Our emerging stars have surprised the entire school community with 
their professional productions of ‘Bugsy Malone’ and ‘Porridge.’ Our talented secondary school students also 
recently entertained us with their incredible Talent Show. 

Children have a great experience and 
reap the benefits in building their self-

confidence on the stage. The school offers an equal opportunity for all children to participate 
in such performances and learn how to utilise their body language to convey meaning, how 
to express themselves through their voice intonation and character work. This will help them 
in real life situations as it was said by one of our young performers on the final countdown of 
‘Porridge:’ ‘Life’s a game of chance, but we have the ace…put a never-ending smile on your 
face….‘cos it’s a happy-ever-after kind of place!’

Appreciating all the hard work that goes on behind the scenes, bringing the magic alive on 
stage, Director Jeff Smith commented: ‘A big thank you to all our dedicated teachers who 
make it happen at DIS. All the parents that I spoke to after the show were impressed and 
delighted. A special thank you to Emma, Tara, Jeanie, Leonie, Linda, Susan and Judy who put a 
tremendous amount of time into getting the students and the scenery ready.’  

New multi-purpose hall provides the perfect stage 
for the DIS Drama Club 

By: Leonie Williams, Tara Rose and Emma Cooper, Performing Arts

DRAMATIC 
DEVELOPMENTS

The DIS Drama Club now 
includes more than 100 
talented students who 
participate in a range of 

acting, singing and dancing 
activities

The CAS charity and cultural 
adventure trip saw 36 

students from Year 10 and 
IB1 involved in a range of 
charitable activities that 
included visits to schools 

in Kathmandu, Nepal 
orphanages and community 

project work

DEIRA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL (DIS)
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Ghia Haddad, UAS parent, artist and creator, tells 
Strides about weaving a close-knit community 
through the arts

By: Lourdes Lanote, Administrative Assistant, Esol Education

CREATIVE HARMONY

UAS celebrates 
“Autism Awareness Month”

By: Sheri Webb, Elementary ELL and Learning Support Specialist

RAISING AUTISM 
AWARENESS

April is recognized worldwide as “Autism Awareness Month”, and UAS students and staff took the opportunity 
to participate in several ways. One of our students with autism spectrum disorder recorded a YouTube video 
to explain how autism affects him. The Elementary Student Council organized a dress-down day in which 
students from Grades 3 to 6 wore blue as a pledge to learn more about autism and to support their fellow 
students who are on the spectrum. 

A local psychologist also visited our campus 
to educate these students about the 
disorder. We learnt that the terms “autism 
spectrum disorder” (ASD) and “autism” are 

used to classify a group of complex disorders that effect brain development, which cause 
difficulties in social interaction, verbal and nonverbal communication and repetitive behaviors. 
It has also been observed that each individual with autism is unique, many having exceptional 
abilities in visual, musical and academic skills. About 40 percent of those affected have average 
to above average intellectual abilities. 

On 26 April, 20 staff members and their families participated in a walk for autism awareness. 
Although it was the first autism awareness campaign that we have had at our school, it was 
successful because hundreds of students came away with a greater sense of what autism is, 
how it impacts individuals in different ways, and the strategies that they can use to help their 
peers who are on the spectrum.

Hundreds of students came 
away with a greater sense of 

what autism is, how it impacts 
individuals in different ways, 
and the strategies that they 
can use to help their peers 
who are on the spectrum

UNIVERSAL AMERICAN SCHOOL (UAS)

This past winter and spring, when you stepped through the doors into the outdoor courtyard at UAS, you would have noticed groups of students diligently at 
work, sorting and cleaning pieces of ceramics, glass and other recycled objects. A labor of love, each piece was painstakingly affixed onto beautiful panels of 
artistic mosaics, which go on to embellish the mosaic bench that has been installed at the center of the courtyard. Commemorated in April 2014, an initiative by 
the school’s Fine Arts Booster Club (FABC), the Mosaic Garden Bench Project is a symbol of peace and harmony. Students and teachers have ebbed and flowed 
through the project’s mosaic workshop, as have parents, everyone dedicating their time during weekends and after school, all working together to achieve a 
common goal. 
 
Ghia Haddad, a parent at UAS spearheads FABC, which is a self-funded, non-profit club, run by volunteers from the school community. Since 2008, the club 
has been dedicated to supporting and promoting the visual arts, the performing arts, literature and language. She tells us more: “The FABC was established 
to develop a cohesive community at the school where parents, teachers and students get together to do something that helps the school. We do all kinds of 
art projects related to visual arts, music, drama and writing: mosaics, mural painting, quilting, costume making, poetry, writing competitions and art exhibits.”
 
Truly a community effort, the FABC sees parents, students, teachers, directors and support staff all come together to work towards a common goal. “The first 
project was a school-wide art workshop that involved around six teachers, six moms and 25 students. We created collages as well as paintings using watercolors, 
anything that had colors and shape,” explained Ms. Haddad.
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This past February, 77 Grade 11 students from UAS took part in a three-day trip to a plantation camp near 
Dibba-Al-Baya, Oman. The purpose of this trip was twofold:  for students to complete the Group 4 Project in a 
natural environment, and to provide the opportunity for students to take part in some CAS (Creativity, Action, 
and Service) activities.  

The Group 4 Project is a requirement of science as part of the IBDP.  This is an interdisciplinary activity 
where students from various science 
backgrounds work in groups of three to 

four to investigate a common topic, and this year’s topic was “water”.  The Group 4 Project 
emphasizes the process and collaboration between students rather than the products of the 
investigation.  

The students were able to design their own investigations the first day, and experiments were 
carried out on the date plantation, the beach, and a nearby wadi.  Examples of investigations 
carried out by the students were determining the effect of waste from a nearby desalination 
plant on tidal ecosystems, and determining how elevation in a wadi affects soil pH and salinity.  
Students recorded themselves in action carrying out the experiment using iPads, and students 
at the end of the trip made a three-minute movie, which included an analysis of their results.  
These movies were then uploaded onto Aurasma, which is an app that we became familiar 
with thanks to one of the Esol Professional Development Conference sessions.  By using a 
screenshot from the movie and posting it onto a bulletin board with the group members’ 
names, parents, faculty, other students at UAS are able to watch the Group 4 videos by using a 
smartphone or tablet with the Aurasma app.

Once students finished their investigations, they had the choice of participating in two CAS activities, which included rock climbing, hiking, kayaking, paddle 
boarding/snorkeling, Tyrolean Traverse, and mountain biking.  Many students discovered a new activity that they want to try again, and in the end it was a great 
way for students to support each other, challenge themselves, and have fun together.  

Next year will be our third year doing this trip, which will take place during the Week Without Walls.

A trip to the north Omani coast provides important 
lessons in teamwork and partnership

David Kostial, IBDP Chemistry and ToK Teacher

COLLABORATION AND 
CAS IN OMAN

Part of the IBDP…the Group 
4 Project emphasizes the 
process and collaboration 
between students rather 
than the products of the 

investigation.

 
The club’s most ambitious and exciting project, held throughout 2012-2013 academic year was the “BE Campaign”.  Commenting on the huge mural that 
welcomes visitors to the courtyard at UAS, Ms. Haddad told us that this was one of the projects she was most proud of: “It involved almost 500 people of ages 

ranging from three to 70! The 50 silhouettes on the mural have individual titles like ‘BE active’ or ‘BE a thinker,’ 
‘BE free,’ and ‘BE balanced’. Each silhouette is sponsored and painted by a different group in the school. We 
also had groups from outside the campus participate, like an autism center who came to paint with us and 
created a silhouette they named, ‘BE aware.’ We even organized a parent-teacher football game to raise funds 
for a professional mural artist from Philadelphia to come to UAS to be involved with the project.”

 
According to Ms. Haddad, the most recent Mosaic Bench project, commemorated through a unique online 
dedication with a video on YouTube, brought the school community even closer: “We had an event called 
‘Mom’s Got Talent,’ where moms showcased their talent to raise funds for the mosaic bench project and 
brought in different kinds of hand-made crafts and baked goods for sale. 19 teachers also got involved in 
the event to provide the entertainment for the evening. This was a great push for boosting event attendance 

as everyone came to see the teachers sing, dance and play musical instruments. It was also a great way to promote the parent and teacher partnership that is 
the basis of success at any school. We also had a recycling drive where we designated a place for students, parents and teachers to donate their unused beads, 
plates, marbles and seashells that help decorate the bench we have now installed. We managed to raise AED 26,000, and soon after, we started with our mosaic 
garden bench project.”
 
In closing, Ms. Haddad expressed her thanks to the UAS administration for always supporting FABC’s projects and maintaining an open door policy to every idea 
that we put forth, and of course, the dedicated parents that support the club’s initiatives deserve a special mention: “There are no words that can express the 
value of the many moms who support the FABC by donating time, talent, and an endless supply of creativity and patience. It is this partnership that is at the core 
of every one of our successes.”

Our goal is to raise money 
to support art, music and 

language initiatives at UAS…
our mission is to strengthen 

the school community, 
provoke positive changes at 

the school and 
promote the arts

UNIVERSAL AMERICAN SCHOOL (UAS)
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From group sessions to special author-led 
reading sessions, children at Inspire discover the 
joy of reading

By: Lisa Lewis, Nursery Manager

FOSTERING A LOVE OF 
READING

Inspire’s new Eco-Green Program is teaching 
children as young as two and three about how to 
be environmentally aware

By: Lisa Lewis, Nursery Manager

GOING GREEN

Being green seems like a relatively new concept to enter the national consciousness over the past few 
years and we know that local businesses have embarked upon this with enthusiasm.  We believe that going 
green is more than action, but rather about attitudes and way of life.  What better place to start developing 
environmental awareness than with our children?

For years, Inspire has been recycling and 
reusing waste for our art projects, however 
this is just the tip of the iceberg and so 
much more can be done. The inspiration 
for us to go more eco-aware was seeing the 
amount of energy and materials that were 

being wasted.  We made some enquiries and found  “Target Green Campaign” to help us kick 
start our program. The Target Green Program is aimed at developing greater environmental 
awareness and responsibility within the nursery school and in the wider community. This 
includes activities with some of the children based around: waste and the impact it has on 
animals; an assessment of waste, water and energy; and a staff environmental awareness 
workshop. Another important element of the program was an interactive parent workshop 
called “Sharing a Voice in my Child’s Future.” The main aim of the workshop was focused on 
understanding environmental issues and looking at the choices we, as parents, need to make 
to safeguard our children’s future quality of life and the quality of the environment in which they 
will grow. The workshop explored different points of view and shared examples of how children 
can live healthier lives.

So, how does the nursery promote environmental awareness? An ongoing process, our Eco Green School Program, integrated with our curriculum, teaches 
children about various eco-issues connected with the litter and waste. A specially devised story sack reinforces the important message of recycling our waste. 
The children also use recycled material for their arts and craft activities and we encourage the children’s awareness of conserving water and electricity when we 
leave the classrooms 

Having the experience of setting up our own Eco Green Program, the team and children at Inspire Nursery have benefited from the awareness of our environment. 
As a result we now have: less litter around our crèche; less waste going to landfills; more recycling material for Arts and Crafts and a greater appreciation of our 
environment.

An ongoing process, our 
Eco Green School Program, 

integrated with our 
curriculum, teaches children 

about various eco-issues 
connected with 

the litter and waste

INSPIRE CHILDREN’S NURSERY

At Inspire, we are excited to begin sharing the love of reading with all our students, even from a young age.  Everyone loves a good book, that’s why we have a 
large library area to encourage all children to read. Reading is one of the hardest skills to master as a child. Children relate to the sound of the adult voice at first, 
and then they begin to relate to the illustrations. In time, they associate printed pictures with the accompanying text and realize that the words on the page have 
meaning. We follow an approach that awakens the enjoyment of reading by letting children choose their own books, letting them read easy books, setting aside 
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Children and parents come together to celebrate 
international day

By: Lisa Lewis, Nursery Manager

A CELEBRATION OF 
DIVERSITY 

Inspire aims to strike a balance between 
introducing children to a global outlook 
and teaching them about all cultures.  
International week is about celebrating the 
different cultures around the world and of 
course another excuse for children and 
staff to dress up in national costumes and 
sample a range of international foods.

Inspire nursery was proud to celebrate 
International Day, a special annual event where we celebrate the cultural diversity within the 
nursery. We believe experiences like these will help children to be more accepting of people 
different from themselves and cherish the similarities, while appreciating unique qualities of 
people across the world, to truly grow up to be global citizens of tomorrow. This year we have 
children from 27 different countries, where else in the world would you find this but Dubai?

The nursery children enjoyed the food and the games the most and children of the Cute 
Caterpillars class could relate to and appreciate the different, as well as the common factors, 
of the various countries.  The children looked lovely dressed up in their national costumes and 
the international cuisine was amazing. A very big thank you to all our wonderful parents for 
contributing such amazing food. it was a very special day and everyone had a great time.

Experiences like these will 
help children to be more 

accepting of people different 
from them and cherish the 
similarities…to truly grow 
up to be global citizens of 

tomorrow

time that is for nothing but reading, showing respect for books and most of all ENJOY listening to the 
wonderful stories being told.

We conduct “Big Read” sessions daily, where all children in nursery gather to listen to a teacher read 
her selected book, often in character and then they begin to relate to the illustrations. In time, they 
associate printed pictures with the accompanying text and realize that the words on the page have 

meaning. We follow an approach that awakens the 
enjoyment of reading by letting children choose 
their own books, letting them read easy books, 
setting aside time that is for nothing but reading, 
showing respect for books and most of all ENJOY 
listening to the wonderful stories being told. 

We have many favorite titles to include such as “Llama Llama Red Pyjamas,” “Commotion in the Ocean,” 
“The Gruffalo”  and “The Very Busy Spider.” The ultimate favorite is “Goldilocks and the Three Bears,” a 
useful tale for teaching respect for other’s property, privacy, manners, obedience, and staying out of 
strange places. Everybody loves the story of the curious little girl named Goldilocks, who made herself 
quite at home in the house of the three bears. This is also a wonderful story to introduce the concepts 
of numbers up to 3, hot and cold and hard and soft. The children become so engrossed and engaged in 
the story, especially when staff use props and dress up. For a great extension to the book, we set up role 
play with chairs, tables, bowls and beds, the children love to re-enact the story.

This year, we also had the privilege of having a Dubai-based author, Nishi Bhayani visit every month and 
read to the children. Nishi has recently published her new book “Expielephant” and the children loved 
listening to her and looking at the beautiful illustrations in the book. It was a lovely experience to expose 
children to someone who wrote books and loved reading them. 

We follow an approach that 
awakens the enjoyment of 
reading by letting children 

choose their own books

INSPIRE CHILDREN’S NURSERY
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CONTRIBUTORS 
STRIDES would like to thank all our contributors for taking the time and effort to put together submissions 
for the school news section. 
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Esol Education
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American International School in Abu Dhabi (AISA)
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American International School in Egypt-West campus (AISEW)
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Tara Rose, Performing Arts
Deira International School (DIS)
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With a heritage of nearly 40 years of excellence, Esol Education has earned a global reputation as a 
provider of high-quality K-12 international education. With a view towards preparing students to meet 
the call of the 21st century, we aim to develop well-rounded global citizens, who are socially responsible 
lifelong learners. Serving over 10,000 students across nine schools in the Middle East and Mediterranean, 
our schools enjoy the benefits of experienced leadership, superlative facilities and dedicated teachers.

Our Schools
American International School in Cyprus (AISC)
American International School in Egypt - Main Campus (AISE-Main)
American International School in Egypt - West Campus (AISE-West)
Cairo English School (CES) 
Universal College in Aley (UCA)
American International School in Abu Dhabi (AISA) 
Deira International School (DIS)
Inspire Children’s Nursery (Inspire)
Universal American School in Dubai (UAS)

Esol Education FZ LLC P.O. Box 500720
Block 2A, First Floor, Suite 45
Knowledge Village, Dubai

T:     +971 4 364 4802
F:     +971 4 367 8424

E:     info@esoleducation.com

Learn more, log on to www.esoleducation.com


